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Shopping online is faster, easier, and sometimes cheaper than shopping in-store. However, make sure you follow these suggestions to protect yourself and your accounts: 1. Check the security of the website before you press the checkout button, make sure the website protects your information. Step one: Update your browser. Web browsers such as
Internet Explorer 7 and 8 will turn the address bar green if the site is secure. Look for encryption, which means that the site will protect your information by scrambling the data when it travels over the Internet. If the address starts at https, not just http, the site uses encryption. On smaller sites, it is also a good idea to search for previous customer responses
and feedback to ensure privacy. 2. Assign a credit card for online purchases Using a credit card is the safest way to go because there is no risk you will have to pay for unauthorized fees. The truth in the Lending Act states that the maximum liability of consumers for unauthorized use of a credit card is zero, so if you are quickly reporting fraud, banks should
quickly cancel the charges and you don't have to pay. That being said, it's a good idea to assign one credit card to all your online purchases. If you are still hesitant, create a one-time credit card with your card provider. This is the one time to use the number that your bank (usually on its website) will generate for you, so you never have to give away your
actual number. 3. Keep a paper trail It is always a good idea to print out (or archive) all receipts, delivery numbers, and confirmation emails. Keeping a file for online purchase printouts is easy, and you can also set up a shopping folder in your inbox to store messages confirming your purchases. This content is created and supported by a third party and is
imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io our brain can't handle it. Did you know that online shopping is more exciting for the human brain than shopping in person? You get a double hit of dopamine from the ordering item and then open it on arrival.
So there is even a biological explanation for the trade mania that has overtaken American society. That doesn't mean it's all right. As Alana Semuels explains in the new animated video for The Atlantic (embedded below), the situation is pretty dire. Consumption has reached a record high in the United States. In 2017, people spent $240 billion on random
things such as clothes, shoes, phones, books and toys - twice as much as spent 2002, despite population growth of only 13 per cent. People spend 20 per cent more on clothes than in 2000, buying an average of 66 new clothes a year. More is spent on electronics, which is interesting because electronics are cheaper than before. Semuels says: So the
amount in dollars that we we goes up, even though the cost of things goes down. Other factors (not mentioned in the video) are in play, too. Social media, in particular, outsed young people to purchase numerous outfits; there is an unfortunate stigma associated with appearing in the same outfit, hence the rise of a valuable counter-movement to be proud of
#outfitrepeater. Free shipping and express night delivery add to the frenzy by encouraging shoppers to buy things they might not otherwise choose. Lloyd wrote about how this creates more pollution when trucks are not filled before being dispatched, and leads to more congestion on city streets and bike lanes blocked. It's a vicious cycle. When things are too
easy to get, it accumulates in homes, creating a physical disorder that promotes mental stress and feeling overwhelmed. A lot of people don't know how to get rid of it. I was surprised to learn that 9 out of 10 person reports rarely returned items that they purchased online, even if they didn't fit or work. This is because the items are so cheap, it is hardly worth
spending five minutes printing back the label. There are enough closet cleaning going on though, in order to fold. Each person throws away about 81 pounds of textiles a year, which Semuels says is five times more than in 1980. And yet, the expectation that the material will be cheap dirt is maintained. Manufacturers cut corners, create unsafe working
conditions and knock out substandard products that lose shape after a few wear. It doesn't have to be this way. Clothing and household items can be recycled to have multiple uses that will be recycled or recycled into their original materials, and turned into something new again. But the incentive for such revolutionary changes must come from customers
demanding it. This requires us not to settle for online stores fueled by dopamine hits and consider our purchases in greater depth. I'm a fan of shopping in stores because it supports local business owners and allows me to try things out, have a thorough study of the item before deciding to invest in it, and buy a package for free. It's time to rethink our
approach to shopping, for the sake of our closets, our mental health, our wallets and, of course, the environment. Watch the full video below: Comstock Want to Make a Difference During Holiday Shopping Online? Register a credit or debit card at one of these online charities and then browse your favorite stores, whether barnes and Noble, Gap or Wal-Mart.
Part of the commission for the sale of the mall (1 to 30 percent of what you spend) goes directly to the charity of your choice. Buy for charity More than 350 online stores and choose from thousands of good deeds, or add your own. Charities register a charity and also earn cash back when buying from retailers like Amazon.com, Dell, Wal-Mart, even Ebay.
Do the big things it is The center of more than 200 popular stores (Gap, Target and The Sharper Image) promises the best prices and special offers. eScrip Every time you use a registered grocery, debit or credit card, part of your purchase will be donated to your chosen charity. GreaterGood Buy at more than 100 leading online merchants and up to 15
percent of each purchase automatically goes to the organization they choose at no extra cost. iGive Up to 26 percent of each purchase in more than 440 stores is donated to a worthy cause, with more than 34,000 charities to choose from. My Cause Choose from more than 275,000 organizations and up to 12 percent of purchases will help your cause. This
content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io By now, you probably know that brick-and-mortar stores are manipulating you- from displays to music giant SALE signs. But online shopping feels
simpler. After all, you control the experience, don't you? Think again. Marketers are constantly trying to influence us and get us to click on things, says Deborah Mitchell, senior lecturer in marketing at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The environment is absolutely about persuasion. Here experts share ten website tricks designed to ease your wallet. 1.
There's an expensive item in the mix of products. If you are idly browsing, a product with a higher price can make the mid-price option seem more attractive. You may not even notice a more expensive piece, because if the site is smart, the difference in cost will seem like a reasonable step up. So how does this tactic make you spend more? People don't want
to buy the most expensive stuff, but they don't want to buy the cheapest stuff either, says Mitchell. They believe it is safer to avoid extremes. While you may not notice this trick, try not to give up less expensive products simply because they don't cost as much. Items are displayed in a certain order. Consumers tend to buy things they see at the top of the list,
said Vicky Morwitz, Ph.D., a professor of marketing at the Stern School of Business at New York University. Retailers use this knowledge to their advantage. The first few items you see can net a company a big profit, or there may be a glut of inventory of these things. They may even be items the site found you are most likely to buy based on your shopping
history (more on this in #8). Use site sorting options when they exist and order an inventory of the page by criteria that for you - the lowest price to the highest price, for example, or the best rating for the worse. Sites charge extra for delivery. You may think that the cost of delivery is exactly equal to the cost of mailing your item. Not really. So. making money
from shipping and processing fees, says Morwitz. And it's hard to spot a bad deal, since some retailers have a legitimate reason to charge an over-the-counter that is farther away from you geographically, for example, or a not-so-hot contract with a shipping company. Best done: Use Google Shopping to compare the total cost of an item, including shipping,
between sites, because some may charge less to send, but more for the product, or vice versa. Also, searching the site as RetailMeNot.com for coupons before you buy, you could find the code for free or reduced shipping. 4. The cost of delivery pops up last. If you clicked on eight screens and entered your billing address, delivery address and credit card
information before you see the shipping cost, you're less likely to opt out of the order, even if the shipping cost is higher than expected, said Lars Perner, Ph.D., an assistant professor of clinical marketing at the Marshall School of Business at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles. If the shipping cost seems high, it's worth your time to check out
at least one other retailer to compare prices before you click to submit. 5. Your subscription is automatically updated. Have you ever signed up for a 30-day trial of something just to forget about it and get a full subscription fee? Many people don't get around to cancel it, says Perner. And the retailer is counting on it. The same goes for subscriptions that are
automatically updated at the end of the cycle, and it's not just the magazines and newspapers that do it. Websites that charge for access (such as eHarmony), membership programs (such as Barnes and Noble) and software that expires after, say, 12 months, have automatic renewal options. If you sign up for one of them, put a reminder in the calendar to
cancel before the renewal date. Where possible, don't check the possibility of automatic renewal. But if you're charged for something you never wanted to retell, call the retail store. They can give you a refund. 6. E-mail retailer to you directly. If you've ever bought anything online, you've probably received subsequent seller promotional emails. Every time one
of them pops up in your inbox, it gets that store in your brain. It's only a matter of time until one of these emails arrives when you have time to shop around, Says Perner. Unsubscribe from mailing lists when you can, or at least those emails are filtered into a separate folder you can check when it's time to shop. 7. There is a limited offer on the deal. There are
only six units left! You can this deal is only today! It's going to encourage people to act fast, Perner says. When you feel that the amount is finite or that the offer is only good for a certain period of time, there is a sense of urgency to make a purchase. What if the site never offers free shipping again? What to do if it's the only one Will this item be on sale? What
if they sell? If you are going to buy the item anyway, feel free to jump on sale. But if you find yourself snagging one day only deals left and right, even if you have no interest in tango lessons or dinner at an upscale sushi restaurant in town, you can unsubscribe from daily letter deals. 8. Your shopping experience has been personalized. Some sites welcome
you by name. Some offer products that you may like, based on past purchases. You can even get special offers. All of this contributes to a closer relationship between the consumer and the retailer, Explains Mitchell. For example, light up your Amazon account and the site has recommendations for you. While it feels comfortable, it's just another way to
convince you to buy something else. If the company adjusts well, it can highlight things of interest to you that you may not have found on your own, says Morwitz. If you don't want to be tempted to buy these products, get out of your profile on the site and try buying as a new customer. 9. Sales are advertised on the home page. People tend to anchor at the
first price they see, says Mitchell. So if a retailer puts something that's inexpensively forward, people think the whole website is very much. But that's not necessarily the case. In fact, it's common for sites to put a few things up for sale and raise prices for the rest of their inventory, notes Mitchell. Make sure you compare the store elsewhere before you stop at
something. The site retains your credit card information. How convenient! You don't need to re-enter your credit card number because it has been stored in your profile since the last purchase. This makes it much easier for consumers to press the buy button without hesitation, says Morwitz. If you feel like you're impulse-buying because it's so easy to press a
submit button, consider checking in as a guest rather than creating a profile on the site when you can. This way, your information will not be stored for your next online shopping tour. But if your habit is under control, go ahead and use the saved billing information feature, Morwitz offers- it will save you time and effort to dig up your credit card. This content is
created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io online shopping process flow. online shopping process pdf. online shopping process in hindi. online shopping process flowchart. online shopping process
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